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Algebraic Shifting 

Gil Kalai 

Abstract. 

Algebraic shifting is a correspondence which associates to a sim
plicial complex K another simplicial complex D.(K) of a special type. 
In fact, there are two main variants based on symmetric algebra and 
exterior algebra, respectively. The construction is algebraic and is 
closely related to "Grabner bases" and specifically to "generic initial 
ideals" in commutative algebra. 

Algebraic shifting preserves various combinatorial and topologi
cal properties of K while others disappear. For example, D.(K) has 
the same Betti numbers as K while the ring structure on cohomology 
is destroyed as D.(K) is always a wedge of spheres. One of the impor
tant challenges is to deepen the relation between algebraic shifting 
and the basic notions and constructions of algebraic topology. Some 
important progress in this direction was achieved by Duval. 

Algebraic shifting also preserves the property that K is Cohen
Macaulay. At the forefront of our knowledge in this direction is a 
far-reaching extension of this fact achieved by Bayer, Charalambous 
and Popescu (symmetric shifting) and Aramova and Herzog (exterior 
shifting). In a different context extensions to Buchsbaum complexes 
have been made by Schenzel and by Novik (available only for sym
metric shifting). These results apply to triangulations of manifolds 
and have interesting combinatorial consequences. Among the chal
lenges which remain are: To understand algebraic shifting of simpli
cial spheres and simplicial manifolds, to find relations between shift
ing and embeddability and to identify intersection homology groups 
via algebraic shifting. 

We will also describe the relation of algebraic shifting to frame
work rigidity, the connection with the original notion of "combina
torial shifting" which goes back to Erdos, Ko and Rado and some 
possible applications to extremal combinatorics. 
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§1. Introduction and Background 

1.1. Introduction 

Algebraic shifting is a correspondence which associates to a simpli
cial complex K another simplicial complex t:..(K) of a special type. It 
was introduced in Kalai [55], [58] (see also Bjorner and Kalai [16], [17]). 
There are two main variants of algebraic shifting. The original one was 
based on exterior algebra while a variation based on symmetric alge
bra was considered in [61]. The constructions are algebraic and closely 
related to "Grabner bases" and specifically to "generic initial ideals" 
in commutative algebra [38]. t:..(K) belongs to a special class of simpli
cial complexes called "shifted complexes" (closely related to "Borel-fixed 
ideals"). 

We associate to a simplicial complex K the exterior face algebra 
1\ ( K), and with it the exterior shifting of K denoted by /::,.ext ( K). The 
symmetric shifting of K denoted by t:,.symm(K) is based on the Stanley
Reisner ring R( K). When the type of shifting is clear from the context 
or when we are discussing properties that apply to both versions, we 
omit the superscripts ext and symm. 

Algebraic shifting preserves various combinatorial and topological 
properties of K while others disappear. Thus, for example t:..(K) has the 
same Betti numbers as those of K while the ring cohomology of t:..(K) 
is always trivial as t:..(K) is always a wedge of spheres. If K has the 
Cohen-Macaulay property then so does t:..(K) and if every two r-faces 
of K have nonempty intersection then the same is true for t:,.ext(K). 

The main application of algebraic shifting is the study of face num
bers of various classes of simplicial complexes. However, in this paper I 
primarily discuss algebraic shifting for its own sake. I will also present 
various open problems. 

The basic problem is as follows: 
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Problem 1. Find interesting relations between topological and com
binatorial properties of the complex K, commutative-algebraic proper
ties of the algebras R(K) and 1\(K) and combinatorial properties of 
the shifted complexes Ll syrnrn ( K) and Ll ext ( K). Extract combinatorial 
consequences. 

In the first part of the paper (Sections 2-3) we will discuss some 
basic properties of algebraic shifting and will concentrate on its relation 
to simplicial homology. We will also briefly mention the connection 
between framework rigidity and (symmetric) shifting of graphs. The 
second part (Sections 4-5) describes connections to finer homological 
properties of simplicial complexes and their links. The Cohen-Macaulay 
property will play a central role. The third part (Sections 6-7) is devoted 
to combinatorial properties and applications and to some extensions and 
variations. 

1.2. Comments on the early literature 

In Eisenbud's book [38] the reader will find a historical description 
and references concerning initial ideals, Grabner basis and generic ini
tial ideals and, in particular, references to works of Hartshorne (1966), 
Grauert (1972) and Galligo (1994). Let me mention in particular the 
seminal works by Bayer and Stillman from 1987 (see, for example, [11]). 
Green [48] is a recent influential paper concerning generic initial ideals. 

Face rings and the application of commutative algebra to combi
natorics were pioneered by Stanley [71] in 1975. For a discussion of 
connections between commutative algebra and combinatorics see Stan
ley [76], Hibi [52] and Burns and Herzog [24]. I should also mention the 
important early papers by Rochester [53], in 1972, in which combina
torics was applied in commutative algebra, and by Reisner [70]. 

Applications of exterior and polynomial algebras in extremal com
binatorics which were introduced by Lovasz [65] in 1977, are also closely 
related to the mathematics of this paper. 

Of course, algebraic shifting is related to the classical notion of "com
binatorial shifting" due to Erdos, Ko and Rado [41] and later in full 
generality by Kleitman (see the survey article by Frankl [44]). The com
binatorics of Kruskal-Katona and Macaulay's theorems are also relevant 
(see [40]). 

1.3. Simplicial complexes 

An (abstract) simplicial complex K is a collection of finite sets with 
the property that S E K and R C S implies that R E K. 

Let K be a finite simplicial complex. A setS E K where lSI = k+ 1 
is called a k-face of K. 0-faces of K are called vertices. Denote by fk(K) 
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the number of k-faces inK. The vector f(K) = (!_1 (K), fo(K), h(K), 
... ) is called the !-vector of K. 

Simplicial complexes are basic combinatorial objects and also arise 
in geometry and topology. A geometric realization K of a simplicial 
complex K is a collection of Euclidean simplices such that for every r
face of K there is an associated r-dimensional simplex S, so that for 
every S,T E K 

snT=SnT. 
Given a geometric realization K of K define \KI = U{S: S E K}. As 
a topological space \KI does not depend (up to a homeomorphism) on 
the specific geometric realization K. A simplicial complex K is called 
a triangulation of a topological space X if \KI is homeomorphic to X. 
Various topological invariants of X were defined and studied via trian
gulations of X. 

Let K be a simplicial complex and S be a face of K. The link of S 
in K, denoted by lk( S, K) is defined by 

lk(S,K) = {T\S: T E K, S c T}. 

The link of the empty set is K itself. Links of non-empty faces of K will 
be called proper links. 

For an excellent description of simplicial complexes and simplicial 
homology the reader is referred to Munkers' book [68]. 

1.4. Shifted complexes 
A collection A of k-sets of positive integers (or any ordered set) is 

shifted if whenever S E A and R is obtained from S by replacing an 
element with a smaller element, then R belongs to A. For example: If 
{2, 5, 11} E A then {1, 5, 9} must also be in A. We will writeS <p T if 
S =I T and S can be obtained from T by successively replacing elements 
with smaller elements. In other words, if S = {s1 ,s2 , .•. ,sk}< (the 
subscript< indicates that s1 < s2 < · · · < sk) and T = {t1 , tt, ... , tk}< 
then S ~P T if si ~ ti for every i, 1 ~ i ~ k. 

A simplicial complex K whose vertices are positive integers is shifted 
if the set of r-faces of K is shifted for every r. Algebraic shifting assigns 
a shifted simplicial complex ~(K) to every simplicial complex K. ~(K) 
has the same /-vector as K. 
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§2. The definition of algebraic shifting, basic properties and 
basic problems 

2.1. Exterior shifting 

From herein k will be a fixed field of coefficients. The lexicographic 
ordering on finite k-subsets of N is defined by S <L T if and only if 
min(S~T) E S. (S~T is the symmetric difference between S and T.) 
In other words, if S = {sl,s2,···,sk}< and T = {tl,tt, ... ,tk}< then 
S <L T if for some j, 1 ::; j::; k, we have: si = ti fori< j and s1 < t1. 
Thus, 

{1, 2} <L {1, 3} <L {1, 4} <L · · · <L {2, 3} <L {2, 4} 
<L · · · <L {3,4} <L · · ·. 

Let K be a collection of k-subsets of [n] = {1, 2, ... , n }. In this 
section we will define the algebraic shifting operation K --+ ~(K) and 
discuss some of its basic properties. For a general set system K denote 
by Kk the collection of k-sets inK, and define ~(K) = U~(Ki)· 

Let X= (xijh:-::;i:-::;n,l:-::;j:-::;n be ann by n matrix. Let X/\k be the k-th 
compound matrix of X, i.e, the (~) by (~) matrix of k by k minors of X. 
Assume that the rows and columns of X 1\k are ordered lexicographically. 

Given a collection K of k-subsets of [n] with IKI = m, let M(K) 
be the m by (~) submatrix of X 1\k whose rows correspond to the k
sets in K. Now choose a basis of columns for the column-space of 
M(K) in the greedy way: by simply taking those columns which are 
not spanned by previous columns in the lexicographic ordering. Define 
~x (K) as the family of sets which are the indices of the chosen columns. 
~(K) = ~x(K) for a generic matrix X, i.e., when (Xijh:-:;i,j:-:;n are n2 

variables. 

Remark. We can replace the lexicographic order <L in this defi
nition with any "term order", namely a linear extension of the partial 
order <p· We will rarely consider other term orders. 

We now describe two other ways to define algebraic shifting. Let 
E be an n-dimensional vector space over k with a standard basis e= 
(e1 , e2 , ..• ,en)· Let 1\ k E be the k-th exterior product over E and let 1\ E 
be the entire exterior algebra over E. Let f = (h, h, · · · fn) be a basis 
of E, given by fi = "Exijej. Let Us : S C [n]) be the corresponding 
basis of 1\ E. 

An equivalent way to define shifting is as follows: For a subspace I 
of 1\ k (E) consider the quotient space A = 1\ k (E)/ I. For m E 1\ k (E) let 

m be its image in A. Define 
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(2.1) llx(I) = {S: fs tf_ span{fR: R <L S}}. 

Starting with a family K consider I = span{ es : S tf. K} and then 
llx(I) coincides with tlx(K) as defined above. 

For a simplicial complex K denote 

I(K) = span{ es : S tf. K} 

and 

(2.2) f\(K) = f\E/I(K) 

as above. A (K) is called the exterior algebra of K. It is a graded 
quotients algebra of A E which is the exterior analog of the Stanley
Reisner ring. 

In order to obtain tl(K) one must choose X to be a generic matrix. 
For this replace k with the field of rational functions with n 2 variables 
k(xij; 1::; i,j::; n) and let fi = LXijej. 

Finally, let M be a subspace of A k ( K). For each m E M express 
m = Ls asfs, let i(m) =min{S: as i= 0} and define llx(M) = {i(m) : 
mE M}. For a collection K of k-subsets of n let M(K) = span{es : 
S E K} and then llx(K) as defined in the previous paragraphs coincides 
with llx(M(K)). (Recall that a Grobner basis forM is a set of elements 
mj in M such that i(mj) gives every set in tl(M) precisely once.) 

The equivalence of the definitions can easily be shown. Note that 
fs = 'E_Xsrer, where Xsr is the k by k minor of X with rows and 
columns corresponding to the elements of S and T respectively. Thus, 
the second definition is a direct translation of the first to the language of 
exterior algebra. To see the equivalence of the first and third definitions 
note that a column i in a matrix M is linearly dependent on the previous 
columns if and only if there is no linear combination of the rows in M 
whose first nonzero element is in the i-th place. 

2.2. Symmetric shifting 

Let K be a simplicial complex and let R(K) be its Stanley-Reisner 
ring (face ring). 

(2.3) R(K) = R[x1,x2, ... ,xn]/I, 

where I is the ideal spanned by monomials Xi1 • Xi2 • • • Xir where 
{ i 1 , i2, ... , ir} tf. K. Here R will be the field of coefficients k. 
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Consider now Yl> Y2 •.• , Yn which are n generic linear combi
nations of Xt, X2 .•• Xn· All monomials in the yi's span the ring R(K) 
and we will now construct the basis GIN ( K) of monomials in the new 
variables in a greedy way w.r.t. the lexicographic order. Thus a mono
mial m belongs to GIN(K) if and only if its image min R(K) is not a 
linear combination of (images of) monomials which are lexicographically 
smaller. 

Recall that The lexicographic order m 1 <L m 2 is defined as follows: 
If the variable with the smallest index which appears with a different 
exponent in the two monomials appears with a larger exponent in m 1 . 

Thus, 
2 2 

Y1 <L Y1Y2 <L Y1Y3 <L · · · <L Y1Yn <L Y2 <L · · · · 

GIN(K) is the direct analog to the shifting operation described for 
the exterior algebra. However the combinatorial information in GIN(K) 
is redundant as a result of the following property: If m is a monomial in 
GIN(K) of degree i::::; d then the monomials Y1m, y2m, ... Yim belong 
to GIN(K). The symmetric shifting of K denoted by Asymm(K) is a 
simplicial complex obtained from GIN(K) as follows: 

For every monomial m of degree r in GIN ( K) which does not involve 
the variables Yl, ... Yr-1 , write m = Yi1 ·yi2 • • • Yir, where i1 ::::; i2 ::::; · · · ::::; 
in and associate the set S(m) = { i1 - r + 1, i2 - r + 2 ... , ir} to the 
monomial m. 

(2.4) 6.symm(K) = u{S(m): mE GIN(K)}. 

Note that GIN(K) and Asymm(K) carry precisely the same com
binatorial information. GIN(K) is essentially equivalent to the no
tion of generic initial ideal (except that it is a collection of monomials 
rather than an ideal). In some cases, (e.g. when K is Cohen-Macaulay 
or a manifold) it is easier to explain the combinatorial properties of 
Asymm(K) in terms of GIN(K). However, the translation is straight
forward. 

2.3. Exterior shifting and symmetric shifting 

Problem 2. 1. What is the relation between the exterior face al
gebra and the Stanley-Reisner ring? 

2. What is the relation between exterior shifting and symmetric 
shifting? 

Most of the general theorems we can prove for one of these operations 
are either true or conjectured to be true for the other operation. (Even 
in cases where we can prove the results for both types of shifting the 
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proofs may be very different.) The recent paper by Eisenbud, Popescu 
and Yuzvinsky [39] is relevant to these questions. 

A case in which the outcomes of the two operations differ is K 3 ,3 - the 
complete bipartite graph with two color classes of size three. The sym
metric shifting ~ symm ( K 3 ,3 ) contains all edges lexicographically smaller 
than {2, 6} while ~ext(K3 ,3 ) contains all edges lexicographically smaller 
than {2, 5} and, in addition, the edge {3, 4}. 

There is a further explanation of this example: The presence of 
{2, 3} in ~(G) is equivalent to the property that the graph contains a 
cycle or, in algebraic terms, to the existence of a linear combination 
m of the edges whose boundary vanishes. The boundary operation in 
question is differs for exterior and symmetric shifting. In the case of 
exterior shifting, the boundary of the edge { i, j} (that corresponds to 
ei 1\ ej) is O:j ei - O:i ej. In the case of symmetric shifting, the boundary of 
the edge {i,j} is (o:i- O:j)ei + (o:j- o:i)ej. In both cases (o:r, 0:2, ... o:n) 
is a generic vector of coefficients. 

In the case of a single boundary operation these two boundaries are 
equivalent to the usual boundary. 

The presence of {3,4} is equivalent to the existence of a linear com
bination of edges which simultaneously vanishes for two independent 
generic boundary operations. This differs in the exterior and symmet
ric case. (In the symmetric case this is equivalent to the existence of a 
non-zero stress for a generic embedding of the graph in JR.3 .) 

Let K 1 and K 2 be simplicial complexes on the vertex set [n]. We 
say that K2 is lexicographically smaller than or equal to K~, denoted 
by K 2 "5.L K 1 , if for every r > 0 the lexicographically first r-face in the 
symmetric difference between K 1 and K 2 belongs to K 2 . Note that for 
K = K3,3, ~symm(K) is lexicographically smaller than ~ext(K) as the 
first edge (w.r.t. the lexicographic order) in their symmetric difference 
is {2,6} E ~symm(K). 

Problem 3. Is it always the case that ~symm(K) "5.L ~ext(K)? 

We will now mention three properties of exterior shifting which may 
also apply for symmetric shifting. 

Problem 4. Is ~symm(K; k) shifted when the characteristic p of 
the field k of coefficients is not zero? 

For exterior shifting, if K itself is shifted then ~~t(K) is shifted 
with respect to every term order. 

Problem 5. Let K be a shifted complex. Is A':!mm(K) shifted with 
respect to every term order? 
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We will show (in Section 6) that if A C ([~]) is intersecting, namely 
every two sets in A have nonempty intersection, then .6. ext (A) is inter
secting as well. 

Problem 6. Let K be an intersecting family of k-sets. Is b.symm(K) 
also intersecting? 

Goresky and MacPherson proposed (in a private communication) 
that Koszul duality may shed light on the relation between exterior and 
symmetric face rings and the associated shifting operations. 

2.4. An example 

Consider the boundary complex K of an octahedron. If we number 
the vertices of the octahedron by {1, 2, · · · , 6} the 2-faces are given by 
123, 126, 135, 234, 156, 246, 345 and 456. (Here, 123 stands for {1, 2, 3}.) 

K is pure and therefore its 1-skeleton consists of all the edges in-
cluded in these triangles. These are all the possible (~) edges except for 
14, 25 and 36. 

What is D.(K)? We will reveal the identity of D.(K) step-by-step 
and we will use several properties of algebraic shifting (written with a 
special font) which we are going to discuss in various places of this 
paper. 

• The algebraic shifting of K also consists of 8 triangles. The first 
two triangles in the partial order are 123 and 124 which must be 
included. Next we have 125 and 134 which are not comparable. 
125 is smaller (w.r.t. <p) than all the other triangles but four 
123, 124, 134 and 234. Since we must have 8 triangles altogether 
125 must be included. (Note that so far we have only used 
the facts that D.(K) is shifted and has the same 
number of triangles as K.) 

• The triangle 134 is smaller than all the other triangles except 
those of the form 12x. The first six of these include 127 which 
cannot be in D.(K) since b.(K) is a simplicial complex. So 134 
E D.(K) as well. A similar argument applies to 135. If 135 
tf_ D.(K) then D.(K) must be included in the simplicial complex 
spanned by the triangles of the form 12x together with 134 and 
234. Again there are not enough triangles of this type. (Here we 
used that b.(K) is a simplicial complex.) 

• We will see below (Section 3) that b.(K) has the same Betti 
numbers as K. and that f32 (.6.(K)) is the number 
of triangles in b.(K) which do not contain '1'. 
Since f32 (K) = 1 and 234 is the first triangle not containing 1 it 
must be included in b.(K), and all other triangles in b.(K) must 
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contain 1. From this we can conclude that the shifted complex 
also contains 126. We would not have enough triangles if this were 
not the case. (Alternatively, we can use the fact that since K 
is Cohen Macaulay, 6.(K) is pure (see Section 4) and there
fore includes a triangle containing '6' since 126 is the first such 
triangle it must be included in the shifted complex.) 

• It is left to decide whether 136 or 145 is included in 6.(K). 
We will see below that since K is Cohen Macaulay 6.(K) 

is as well and that this means that 6.(K) is a pure 
simplicial complex. 

It is therefore left to decide which of the edges 45 or 36 be
longs to 6.(K). The answer is 36. It follows that the triangle 136 
is included in 6.(K). What we need is the following fact: If G 
is a planar graph then 6.(G) does not contain 45 
(equivalently, 6.(G) does not contain a complete graph 
on 5 vertices.) 

We do not have good conceptual explanation for this last 
property neither can we prove higher dimension analogs (see Sec
tion 5.2 ) . It is equivalent to the fact that when you shift a 
maximal planar graph G, 36 is included in the shifted graph. 
For symmetric shifting it is equivalent to the fact that maximal 
planar graphs are generically rigid when embedded in space (see 
Section 2.7). (This follows, from the Cauchy-Dehn-Alexandrov 
rigidity theorem for polyhedra.) 

To sum, 6.(K) (for both exterior and symmetric shifting) consist 
of the pure simplicial complex whose maximal faces are: 123, 124, 125, 
126, 134, 135, 136 and 234. 

2.5. Basic properties of algebraic shifting 

We will now list some basic properties of the operation K ___, 6.(K). 

Theorem 2.1. Let A be a family of r-subsets of [n]. 
1. IAI = I6.(A)I. 
2. 6.(A) is shifted (see [16], [60]). 
3. If A' is combinatorially isomorphic to A then 6.(A) = 6.(A') (see 

[16], [60]). 
4. If A is a shifted family then 6.(A) =A [60]. 
5. For every nonsingular matrix X, 6.x(6.(A)) = 6.(A) (this follows 

from 4). It is possible that 6.(6-x(A)) =f. 6.(A). 
6. 6.(A) depends only on the characteristics of k. 

The following Theorem relates shifting to several operations on fam
ilies of sets. 
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For a family A of k-sets the shadow of A, 8( A), is a family of ( k- 1 )
sets defined by 

a( A)= {R: IRI = k -1, R c sEA}. 

Define a cone over A as a family of ( k + 1 )-sets of the form { S U { w} : 
SEA}, where w 'f- S for any SEA. 

Theorem 2.2. Let A be a family of k-subsets of [n]. 
6. a(~(A)) c ~(a(A)) [55]. 
7. If L c A then ~(L) c ~(A). 
8. ~(Cone(A)) = Cone(~(A)). 

Properties 1, 4, 6, 7 and 8 hold for ~x (K) for every non-singular 
matrix X. Properties 2 and 3 rely on the genericity of X. 

For certain applications it is enough to assume that X is in a general 
position which means that all minors of the form X[r],R are not singular 
for every rand R, with IRI = r. 

Property 5 is intriguing, and it leads to the following question: 

Problem 7. 1. What can be said about a family of shifted com
plexes which comprise the set of ~x(K) for some fixed simplicial com
plex K (when X varies)? 

2. For which simplicial complexes K is it the case that if ~x(K) is 
shifted then ~x(K) = ~(K)? 

2.6. How to shift? 

Problem 8. Is there a deterministic polynomial algorithm or at 
least a Las Vegas polynomial algorithm for determining ~(K)? 

A randomized algorithm is called Monte Carlo when it depends on 
some internal randomization and produces the right answer with a prob
ability larger then 1 - E but may give a wrong answer otherwise. (By 
repeating the algorithm the probability of failure can be reduced to 
whatever level is desired.) A Las Vegas algorithm is a superior type of 
randomized algorithm since it never produces a wrong answer. It pro
duces the right answer with probability > 1- E but may fail to give any 
answer with probability < E. 

There is a simple Monte Carlo algorithm for finding ~(K): Choose 
the entries of the matrix M at random from a large field with the correct 
characteristics. If a non-shifted complex is obtained then this is not the 
correct answer. But it is possible (with low probability) that you will 
obtain an incorrect shifted complex. 
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2. 7. Shifting of graphs and framework rigidity 

Consider a graph G =< V, E > with n vertices and e edges. An 
embedding of G into JR.d is a map ¢ : V ---t JR.d. Assume that V = [n] 
and put Xi = ¢(i). 

An embedding ¢is rigid if any perturbation of the embedded vertices 
which preserves all distances between adjacent vertices is induced by 
a rigid motion of JR.d. The embedding is infinitesimally rigid if every 
assignment of velocity vectors vi E JR.d to the vertices, which satisfies 
<Vi - Vj, Xi- Xj >= 0 whenever i, j are adjacent vertices, must satisfy 
the same relation for every two vertices. The graph G is generically 
d-rigid if it is rigid for almost all embeddings in JR.d or equivalently if it 
is infinitesimally rigid for all embeddings into JR.d. 

G is generically d-rigid if and only if {d,n} E ~symm(G). No deter
ministic (or even Las Vegas) polynomial algorithm for determining if a 
graph is generically d-rigid is known ford> 2. {d,n} E ~ext(G) is a 
related but different property of graphs called "hyperconnectivity", {56]. 

It is worth mentioning that shifted graphs are called threshold graphs 
and they have been studied extensively [66]. 

2.8. Finer and coarser invariants 

Start with a simplicial complex K and its exterior face algebra 1\ K. 
(The following applies to the symmetric case as well.) For a generic n 
by n matrix we can consider the following invariants of K. 

1. The ring 1\ ( K). 
2. The symmetric matroid M(K) determined by 1\(K). 
3. The ranks of shifted families of sets in the matroid M(K). 
4. ~(K). 
5. The f-vector of K (or equivalently the Hilbert series of 1\(K)). 
We will elaborate on the new items 2 and 3. 
The symmetric matroid M(K) is a matroid defined on subsets of [n] 

so that the rank of a collection of subsets 8 1 , 8 2 , ... Su is the dimension 
of the vector space spanned by Js1 , Js2 , •• • Jsu in 1\ ( K). This matroid 
is invariant under permutations of [n]. It seems to yield very fine yet 
quite intractable information on K. 

If we restrict our attention to the ranks of shifted families of sets in 
this matroid we loose some information but are still able to determine 
the outcome of shifting with respect to any term order. This seems to 
be more tractable and yet to carry much information on K and its face 
algebra. 
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2.9. Shifting subspaces and decompositions of G(A k V, m) 

The definition of algebraic shifting can be applied to an arbitrary 
subspace of Ak V. Given an m-dimensional subspace M of A k(V), con
sider the family of subsets D.x(M). There are two cases of particular 
interest: in one X is the identity matrix while in the other X is a 
generic matrix. For a vector space W let G(V, m) denote the space of 
m-dimensional subspaces of W. 

Define two decompositions V and£ of G(Ak V, m) as follows: For a 
family :F of k - subsets of [n] such that IFI = m, let U F be the set of 
m-dimensional subspaces M of Ak V that satisfy D.1 (M) =:F. Let V be 
the decomposition of G(A k V, m) into the sets U F. The parts of V are 
indexed by k-uniform hypergraphs with m-edges. Fork= 1, Vis simply 
the standard Schubert decomposition of G(V, m). More generally, Vis 
the Schubert decomposition of G (A k V, m) with respect to the standard 
basis { e8 : S E ([~l)} ordered by the lexicographic ordering on ([~l). 

Similarly, for a shifted family :F C ([~l), IFI = m, let W F be the set 

of m-dimensional subspaces M of A k V such that D.x(M) =:F. £is the 
decomposition of G(A k V, m) into the sets W F. In this case, the parts 
of£ are indexed by shifted k-uniform hypergraphs with m edges. 

Note that GL(V) acts on each of the parts of the decomposition 
£. For k = 1, £ consists of only one part, i.e. the entire G(V, m). (It 
corresponds to [m] the only shifted family of singeltones of size m.) If a 
generic matrix X can be found with entries in the field k itself (e.g. for 
the fields of real or complex numbers), then£ can be regarded as the 
decomposition of G(A k V, m) given by the orbits of the cells in V under 
the action of GL(V). 

2.10. How many decomposable elements are there? 

Suppose now that V is a vector space over a field with q elements 
and U is an m-dimensional subspace of A k V. Let J(U) be the number 
of decomposable elements in U or, in other words, the number of k
dimensional subspaces W of V such that fw E U. (Here, fw is the 
exterior product of vectors in a basis of W.) 

Problem 9. 1. Show that f(U) does not decrease under shifting. 
2. Show that given m, f(U) is a maximum when U is spanned by 

an initial set ofm basis vectors with respect to the reverse lexicographic 
order. 
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§3. Algebraic shifting and homology 

3.1. Simplicial homology and cohomology 

Let K be a simplicial complex and let Hk(K) and Hk(K) be re
spectively the k-th (reduced) homology group and the k-th (reduced) 
cohomology group of K with coefficients in the field k. Hk(K) and 
Hk(K) are k-vector spaces of the same dimension. This dimension is 
called the k-th Betti number of K and is denoted by f3k(K). The coho
mology of K has the following simple expression in terms of the exterior 
face algebra /\(K). Let f = e1 + e2 +···+en. Define 

k 

(3.1) zk(K) = {x E /\(K): f 1\ X= 0}, 

k-1 

(3.2) Bk(K) = f 1\ f\ (K) 

and 

(3.3) 

In other words, Hk(K) is the k-th cohomology of the chain complex 
C*(K) = (/\(K), 8), where the coboundary 8 is given by 8(m) = f 1\ m. 

3.2. The homotopy type of shifted complexes 

Shifted simplicial complexes are homotopically quite simple. They 
are always homotopically equivalent to a wedge of spheres (possibly of 
different dimensions). It follows that the homology has no torsion and 
that the cohomology ring is trivial. These properties hold for a larger 
class of simplicial complexes that we will now define. 

A simplicial complex L is a near cone (with apex '1 ') if for every 
S ELand i > 1,i E S, (S\{i}U{1}) E L. Near cones are homotopically 
equivalent to wedge of spheres. For a simplicial complex L on the vertex 
set [n], define 

(3.4) bi-l(L) =: I{S E L: lSI= i,Su {1} rf_ L}l. 

Lemma 3.1 ([16]). Let L be a near cone. Then: 
(1) ML) = f3i(L). 
(2) L is homotopically equivalent to the wedge of spheres: bi(L) i

dimensional spheres, i 2:: 0. 
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3.3. Shifting preserves the Betti number 

A fundamental property of algebraic shifting [16] is: 

Theorem 3.2. 

(3.5) f3k(K) = f3k(6.(K)), for every k ~ 0. 

The proof of Theorem 3.2 given in Bj6rner and Kalai [16] consists 
of a combinatorial way to read f3k(K) from 6.(K): 

(3.6) 

The assertion of Theorem 3.2 can also be proven for symmetric shifting. 
The relation f3i(K) = bi(6.(K)) holds whenever all entries of h are 

non-zero. 6.(K) is a near cone if h is generic. 

3.4. Weighted coboundaries 

We will mention just one component of the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
Let f = a1e1 + · · · anen be an arbitrary vector in E and consider the 
chain complex Cj(K) = (1\(K), DJ) where the coboundary Dt is given 
by 8t(m) = f 1\ m. If all the a/s are non-zero then the dimensions of. 
the cohomology groups of C*(K) and Cj(K) are the same. This can 
be seen by the chain map D: C*(K)----> Cj(K), defined by the relation 
D('es) = IJ{ai : i E S}es. The proof of theorem 3.2 uses weighted 
cohomology according to the first basis element h of the generic basis 
used in the definition of algebraic shifting. 

The fact that symmetric shifting preserves the Betti numbers of a 
complex K is related to the following way for expressing them: Let 
R;(K) the part of the Stanley-Reisner ring spanned by monomials of 

degree i. Consider ~ ( K) = Ri ( K) /span < Yb ... , Yi-1 > and define 
8: Ri(K)----> Ri+1(K) by 8(m) = Yi+1m. Note that 8(8(m)) = 0. This 
is an unusual coboundary operation which expresses the usual Betti 
numbers. 

3.5. Some problems 

3.5.1. Non-generic shifting : Let K be a triangulation of a topo
logical space X. Suppose that K has n vertices and consider 6.M(K) 
where M is an n by n matrix. When M is the identity matrix, then 
6.M(K) = K; when M is generic, 6.M(K) is a wedge of spheres with 
the same Betti numbers as K and in addition the links of all faces are a 
wedge of spheres. What happens in between these two extreme cases? 
What can be said about the homotopy type and topological properties 
of the "intermediate" simplicial complexes 6.M(K)? 
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Problem 10. • (1) What can be said about the complexes 
!lM(K) where M varies over all n by n matrices. 

• (2) What can be said about the topological spaces of the form 
lllM(K)I where K varies over all triangulations of a space X and 
M varies over all matrices? 

• (3) What can be said about the homotopy type of topological 
spaces of the form !lM(K) where K varies over all triangulations 
of a given homotopic type and M varies over all matrices? 

• (4) Given a group G, what can be said. about the groups 
1r(llM(K)) where K varies over all simplicial complexes with 
1r(K) = G and M varies over all matrices? 

Note that the four parts of this problem correspond to some (pre-) 
order relations defined on simplicial complexes, ( triangulable) topologi
cal spaces, homotopy classes of topological spaces and finitely generated 
groups. For example, for two topological spaces X and Y we will say 
that X~ Y if for some triangulation of X and some matrix M, llM(X) 
is homeomorphic to Y. 

The smallest elements in these orders are respectively: shifted sim
plicial complexes, sequentially Cohen-Macaulay spaces (see Section 4.5), 
wedges of spheres and free groups. What can be said about these order 
relations? 

3.5.2. Relative homology : Art Duval [31] proved that exterior alge
braic shifting "increases relative homology", that is 

(3.7) f3i(!l(K), !l(L)) ~ f3i(K, L). 

where K and L are simplicial complexes and {3 is the reduced relative 
Betti number. Recently, Tim ROmer found a simple proof and various 
extensions for this result. 

Problem 11 (Bj6rner). For which K, L, and i is (3.7) an 
equality? 

Duval [32] also studied algebraic shifting and spectral sequences. 

3.5.3. Products : For two simplicial complexes K and L, let K * L 
denote their join. Assume (possibly after renaming the vertices) that 
V(K) and V(L) are disjoint and define 

K * L = { S U R : S E K and R E L}. 

Problem 12. Show that !l(K * L) = !l(!l(K) * !l(L)). 
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It is true that 6.x(K * L) = 6.(K) * 6.(L). For a matrix X which 
has zeros for entries (u,v) where u E V(K) and v E V(L) and generic 
entries otherwise. Hence 6.(6.x(K * L)) = 6.(6.(K) * 6.(£)). 

3.5.4. Mayer- Vietoris 

Problem 13. Given two complexes K and L find the possible rela
tions between 6.(K), 6.(L), 6.(K U L) and 6.(K n L). 

If C and D are simplicial complexes on disjoint sets of vertices, then 
it seems true and possibly not difficult to demonstrate that 6.( CUD) = 
6.(C) u 6.(D). 

The (unusual) operation K U L is defined inductively as follows: If 
K and L are 0-dimensional, then K U L is their disjoint union and 

K u L = 1 * (lk(1, K) u lk(1, L)) U ast(1, K) U ast(1, L). 

Here, for a face Sofa simplicial complex K, the anti-star ast(S, K) =: 
{REK: RnS=0}. 

3.5.5. Further relations to algebraic topology :The Dolt-Thorn con
struction of a topological space X is a new topological spaceY= DT(X) 
which satisfies ?ri(Y) = Hi(X) fori= 1, 2, .... If K is a simplicial com
plex describing X, DT(X) can be described as the union UM6.M(X) 
over all matrices. 

Problem 14. Find connections between algebraic shifting and other 
constructions in algebraic topology such as complexes of differential 
forms defined on a simplicial complex, minimal models (due to Sulli
van and others), the Dolt-Thorn construction, etc. Can algebraic shift
ing be defined for singular homology or de-Rahm homology rather than 
simplicial homology? 

Problem 15. Is there a useful notion of algebraic shifting of maps 
between simplicial complexes? Is algebraic shifting a functor of any 
kind? 

Problem 16. Can algebraic shifting be axiomatized? 

3.5.6. Duality and complementation :Let K be a simplicial complex 
and let Kdual be its Alexander dual (also known as the blocker of K). 
Thus, 

Kdual = {S c V(K): (V(K)\S) tj. K}. 

It is not hard to show that 
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For a family A c ([~l) let A be the complement of the family, namely 

A= (l~l)\A. Ll(A) does not in general determine Ll(A). 

Problem 17. Given Ll(A), what can be said about Ll(A)? 

Note that Ll(K) determines the algebraic shifting of A with respect 
to the reverse lexicographic order. More generally, let < be a total or
dering of (l~l) which extends the partial order and let <' be the reverse 
order to < obtained by 1) reversing the order relation and 2) reversing 
the role of i and n - i. Then by shifting the complement of A with 
respect to <' and replacing i by n- i the complement of shifting A with 
respect to < is obtained. 

3.5.7. Barycentric and other subdivisions : The next problem is re
lated to the discussion in Sections 4 and 5. 

Problem 18. 1. Let K be a subdivision of another complex L. 
What is the relation between Ll(K) and Ll(L)? 

In particular, it would be useful to find a shifting theoretic interpre
tation for Stanley's local h-vector theory [75]. 

2. What can be said about Ll(b(K)) where b(K) is the barycentric 
subdivision of K? 

§4. Around Cohen-Macaulay 

4.1. Shifting preserves the Cohen-Macaulay property 

We have seen that algebraic shifting seems to "forget" all the ho
motopical information concerning a space K except the Betti numbers 
themselves. However, other important topological properties are pre
served under shifting. 

Problem 19. Understand how various topological properties of a 
simplicial complex are manifested in terms of the shifted complex. In 
particular, which topological properties are preserved under shifting? 

One such property is the Cohen-Macaulay property which originated 
in commutative algebra. A pure d-dimensional simplicial complex K is 
Cohen-Macaulay if for every face S of K (including the empty face), 
Hi(lk(S,K)) = 0 when i < dimlk(S,K). 

Theorem 4.1. If K is Cohen-Macaulay then so is Ll(K). 

The Cohen Macaulay property has a simple description in terms 
of GIN(K). Let K be a (d- I)-dimensional simplicial complex and 
consider the set B of monomials m in the variables Yd+l, Yd+2 ... in 
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GIN ( K). B is a finite shifted ordered ideal of monomials in the variables 
Yd+l, Yd+2, ... , and GIN(K) is determined from B by the rule: 

( 4.1) 
GIN(K) = {m · m': mE B, m' is an arbitrary monomial in YI, ... , Yd} 

Relation 4.1 characterizes Cohen-Macaulay simplicial complexes, it 
follows easily from the ring-theoretic definition for Cohen-Macaulayness 
[76]. 

4.2. The theorems of Bayer, Charalambous & Popescu 
and Aramova & Herzog 

One can ask which data on the Betti numbers of complexes and 
their links (or induced subcomplexes) is preserved under shifting. (Note 
that unlike Cohen-Macaulayness, which is a topological property these 
conditions are not usually topologically invariant.) The recent results by 
Bayer, Charalambous & Popescu and by Aramova & Herzog go a long 
way in this direction. 

Theorem 4.2. Let K be a simplicial complex. Assume that 

f3k(lk(T, K)) = 0, 

whenever ITI = t < j and i:::; k:::; i + (j- ITI). Then also 

f3k(lk(T, ll(K)) = 0, 

whenever ITI = t < j and i:::; k:::; i + (j -ITI), and the quantity 

is preserved under shifting. 

2:: f3i(lk(S, K)) 
ISI=j 

This theorem follows from a theorem of Bayer, Charalambous and 
Popescu (BCP) for symmetric shifting. To derive it from BCP's theo
rem one has to rely also on a theorem by Aramova, Herzog and Hibi 
[7] which asserts that the generic initial ideal and the symmetric shifted 
ideal have the same graded Betti numbers. Theorem 4.2 was proved by 
Aramova and Herzog ( AH) for exterior shifting. ( Aramova and Herzog 
also presented another proof for the symmetric case.) 

Remark. The original formulations and (the only known) proofs 
are ring-theoretic and will not be discussed in this paper. The relations 
between certain ring-theoretic properties between the classical face rings 
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and their exterior analogs is one of the interesting aspects of these re
sults. To move from the original formulation to the one presented here 
one must rely on Alexander duality and Rochester's theorem [76], p. 60. 

A complex K is d-Leray if the Betti numbers of K and all its links 
vanish at and above dimension d. Theorem 4.2 implies many of the 
earlier applications of shifting: 

• Shifting preserves Betti numbers. 
• Shifting preserves the Cohen-Macaulay property. 
• Shifting preserve the d-Leray property. 
• The property that K and all links of vertices of K are acyclic is 

preserved under shifting. (It follows that D.(K) is a double cone.) 

Remark. It is not hard to see (although it has been overlooked for 
a long time) that the class of d-Leray complexes (for some d) with com
plete ( d- 1 )-dimensional skeletons is precisely the Alexander dual of the 
class of Cohen-Macaulay complexes. This observation implies that the 
fact that shifting preserves the Leray property easily follows from the 
fact that shifting preserves the Cohen-Macaulay property. Moreover, it 
shows that the characterization of face numbers of d-Leray complexes fol
lows from the corresponding characterization for Cohen-Macaulay com
plexes. 

4.3. Iterated cohomology groups 

Iterated cohomology groups are defined by successively applying r 
generic weighted co boundary operators. There are several variations and 
the reader is referred to Duval and Rose [27] which introduces one such 
variation and describes applications for non-pure shellability. 

Let K be a simplicial complex with n vertices and let 1\(K) be its 
face algebra as defined in the previous section. Let f=(!l, h, · · · , fn) be 
a fixed basis, with coefficient matrix X, in general position in E. Define 
/[r] =Ill\ f21\, · · · , 1\fr and Fr = span{!l, h, · · · , fr }. Define the r-th 
iterated cohomology group of K, Hk[r](K), as follows: 

(4.2) 

where 

k 

(4.3) zk[r] ={mE f\(K): !lA h 1\ · · · 1\ fr(m) = 0}, 
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and 

k-1 

(4.4) Bk[r] = span{Fr A 1\ (K)}. 

Problem 20. Find relations between iterated homology groups and 
more standard notions of algebraic topology and/or commutative alge
bra and, in particular, local cohomology. 

Problem 21. Can the theorems of Bayer, Charalambous & Popescu 
and Aramova & Herzog be further extended by replacing Betti numbers 
with the dimensions of certain iterated homology groups? 

Theorem 4.3. 

(4.5) dimHk[r](K) = \{S E ~(K): S n [r] = 0, S u [r] tt ~(K)}\. 
Proof Define Ak = {S c [n] : IS! = k + 1, [r] n s =1- 0}. First 

note that Bk[r](K) = Fr A /\k_1 (K) = span{fs : S E Ak}. Since Ak 
is initial w.r.t. the lexicographic ordering <L, it follows that {is : S E 

~(K) n Ak} is a basis of Bk[r](K) = span{fs : S E Ak}. 
Now, let S1. ... , Su be the sets in ~k(K)\Ak ordered lexicographi

cally and let 
Ut = span(Bk[r](K) U {/s1 ···Is.}). 

Let It = JirJ AUt. Thus, Io = {0} and It+l = span(It U JirJ A fst+J. It 
follows that It+l =It iff [r] U St+l tt 1\k+r(K). Therefore, 

dimZk[r](K)- dimBk[r](K) 
= \{S E ~k(K): S n [r] = 0, S U [r] tt ~(K)}\. 

Corollary 4.4. If ~(K) is shifted then 

Proof This follows from the fact that ~(D) = D for a shifted 
family D. 

4.4. Collapsing and Shelling 
Let K be a ( d - 1 )-dimensional simplicial complex. A face S in K 

is free if it is included in a unique maximal face M. If \S! = k and 
\M! = m we say that S is of type (k, m). A (k, i)-collapse step is the 
deletion from K of a free face of type (k, l) and all faces containing it. 
K is collapsible if it can be reduced to the void complex by a sequence 
of ( i, i - 1 )-collapse steps. A ( k, d)-collapse step is called a shelling 
step of type k. K is shellable if it can be reduced to the void complex 
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by successive applications of shelling steps. Collapsible complexes are 
acyclic while shellable complexes are Cohen-Macaulay. It was proved 
by Bruggeser and Mani that the boundary complex of every simplicial 
polytope is shellable. 

Theorem 4.5. Let K, K' be simplicial complexes such that K' is 
obtained from K by a collapse step of type ( i, d) for some i. Then the 
inclusion map induces an isomorphism between Ha[b](K) and Ha[b](K') 
for every a, b, a + b < d. 

(The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.4 in [55].) 

Theorem 4.6. If K' is obtained from K by a collapse step of type 
(k, r) then Ci(K') is obtained from Ci(K) by a collapse step of the same 
type. 

Corollary 4. 7. Let K be a shellable ( d -1) -dimensional simplicial 
complex. Then Hk-l[d- k](K) = 0 for every k 2: 0. 

The effect of collapsing and shelling on iterated homology groups 
was crucial for some of my earlier proofs which used algebraic shifting. 
To show that Cohen-Macaulay is preserved under exterior shifting I 
needed to show vanishing of the same iterated cohomology groups that 
appear in the Corollary 4. 7 but in a different way: first, show that they 
are preserved under subdivisions, then prove a nerve theorem using a 
Mayer-Vietoris long exact sequence and finally use the nerve theorem 
on good covers of the subdivided complex. 

4.5. Sequential Cohen-Macaulayness 

Bjorner and Wachs [19], [20] defined shellability for non-pure com
plexes and Stanley [76], p.87 described the commutative algebra content 
of this notion and defined the notion of sequentially Cohen-Macaulay 
rings and complexes. All shifted simplicial complexes are (non-pure) 
shellable and hence sequentially Cohen-Macaulay. Duval and Rose [27] 
showed that certain combinatorial invariants of (non-pure) shellable sim
plicial complexes are preserved under shifting and have simple interpre
tation in terms of certain iterated homology groups. Duval [29] stud
ied algebraic shifting for sequentially Cohen-Macaulay complexes and 
showed how certain homological invariants of their face-rings are pre
served under shifting. 

4.6. Combinatorial decomposition 

While collapsible simplicial complexes are acyclic, the converse is 
far from being true. Is there a natural combinatorial property such as 
collapsibility that all acyclic complexes satisfy? Note that collapsing K 
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yields a matching between k-faces (the free faces) and k + 1-faces (the 
maximal faces). It is not difficult to show that such a mapping exists 
for arbitrary acyclic (or even IQ-acyclic) complex. Following is a very 
general conjecture in this spirit. 

Let D be a shifted simplicial complex. An elementary collapse step 
D ____, D' = D\[F, G] is shifting preserving if D' is shifted. A shifting 
preserving collapse of D is a collapsing of D to the void complex via 
shifting preserving elementary collapse steps. 

Conjecture 22. 1. Let K be a simplicial complex such that !:,.(K) = 
D. Let D = [F1, G1] U [F2, G2] U · · · U [Ft, Gt] be the representation of 
D as a union of intervals given by a shifting preserving collapse of D. 
Then there is a decomposition of K into disjoint intervals of the form 
K = [A1, B1] u [A2, B2] u · · · u [At, Bt] such that dimA =dimFi and 
dimBi =dimGi· 

2. Moreover, it is possible to find such a decomposition such that 
U[A, Bi) is a simplicial complex and, more generally, such that the union 
of [A, Bi] \ Top1([A, Bi]) is a simplicial complex for every j. Here for 
an interval I of faces, Top1(I) is the sets in the highest j-levels. 

This conjecture extends earlier theorems by the author, by Stan
ley and by Duval, (see [28]) and various earlier conjectures including 
a decomposition conjecture for Cohen-Macaulay complexes formulated 
by Garsia and Stanley [76], p.85. Duval and Zhang [34] used iterated 
homology groups to find a very general decomposition theorem which is 
not as strong as the conjectured one. 

Another notion of decomposability is given by combinatorial Morse 
theory [42], [43]. 

§5. Beyond the Cohen-Macaulay property 

5.1. Polytopes, spheres and Gorenstein* complexes 

The only shifted complex which is a triangulated sphere (or even a 
manifold without boundary) is the boundary of a simplex. While being 
a triangulated sphere is not preserved under shifting, can we still say 
something about shifting of triangulated spheres? We will consider the 
more general class of Gorenstein* complexes. 

A pure d-dimensional simplicial complex K is Gorenstein* if for 
every faceS of K (including the empty face), Hi(lk(S, K)) = 0 when i < 
dimlk(S,K) and dimHi(lk(S,K)) = 1 when i = dimlk(S,K). Being a 
Gorenstein* complex manifests a profound duality relation for the face 
ring ([76]). 
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Conjecture 23. Let K be a (d- !)-dimensional Gorenstein* com
plex. Let H k be the set of monomials in GIN ( K) in the variables 
Yd+l, Yd+2, .... Then the map 

(5.1) d-2k 
m ____, Yd+l · m 

is a bijection between Hk and Hd-k· 

Conjecture 23 is known for simplicial polytopes where it follows from 
the hard-Lefschetz theorem for toric varieties. It implies that the charac
terization of !-vectors of simplicial polytopes (the g-theorem) applies to 
arbitrary Gorenstein* complexes. But it will give more than a complete 
description of !-vectors (or Hilbert series) of Gorenstein* complexes. In 
addition, it will probably yield a complete description of their generic 
initial ideals. 

For a (d-1)-dimensional Gorenstein* simplicial complex K let U(K) 
be the set of all monomials in GIN(K) which involves only the variables 
Yd+2, Yd+3, .... Assuming Conjecture 23, U = U(K) is a shifted ideal 
of monomials of degree at most [d/2] in the variables Yd+2, Yd+3, ... 
and the shifted complex (or GIN(K)) of K is determined by U(K). 
(Since K is Cohen-Macaulay the set B of monomials in Yd+l, Yd+2, ... 

in GIN(K) determines GIN(K) (relation (4.1)). Conjecture 23 implies 
that U determines B.) 

On the other hand for every shifted ideal of monomials U of degree 
at most [d/2] in the variables Yd+2, Yd+3, ... , a simplicial (d- 1 )-sphere 
S(U) (called a squeezed sphere) was constructed in [59]. 

Problem 24. Show that U(S(U)) = U. 

The fact that squeezed ( d -1 )-dimensional spheres are the boundary 
of d-balls with the same [d/2]-skeleton may help to settle this problem. 

Regarding face numbers we believe that there is no difference be
tween simplicial spheres and simplicial polytopes. However, this cannot 
be the case for the shifted complex simply because there are far too 
many choices for U. 

Problem 25. If K is the boundary complex of a simplicial 
d-polytope, then what more can be said about t:.(K) (or equivalently 
about U(K))? Is it true that representability as a simplicial polytope 
is preserved under squeezing? Namely if K is polytopal, is S(U(K)) 
polytopal as well? 

Note that although shifting does not preserve the Gorenstein* prop
erty, we can derive (assuming that our conjectured picture is true) an
other shifting-like operation which associates to every Gorenstein* com
plex K a new such complex K' = S(U(K)). This new complex is always 
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a simplicial sphere and GIN(K) = GIN(K'). It would be interesting 
to understand this operation on the ring-theoretic level. 

5.2. Shifting and Embeddability 
We will describe now a shifted simplicial complex which will play a 

crucial role in this section. Let ~(d, n) be the pure (d- I)-dimensional 
complex whose set of vertices is [n] = {1, 2, ... , n} and whose maximal 
faces are sets S C [n], lSI= d which satisfy k tJ. S => [k+l, d-k+2] C S. 
Let ~(d) be the union of ~(d, n) for all n. Note that ~(d, n) is the 
restriction of ~(d) to the first n vertices. 

Define GIN(d) to be the inverse image of ~(d) under the oper
ation that transform GIN to ~symm. GIN(d) is the shifted order 
ideal of monomials in y~, y2 , .•. which does not contain the monomi-

1 d-2i+l i . - 0 1 
as Yd+l Yd+2• z - ' '· · · · 

Theorem 5.1 ([61]). If K is the boundary complex of a simplicial 
polytope then ~symm(K) C ~(d) or equivalently GIN(K) C GIN(d). 

Let C(d, n) be the boundary complex of the cyclic d-dimensional 
polytope with n vertices. 

Proposition 5.2. 

(5.2) ~(d,n) = ~symm(C(d,n)). 

This result probably holds also for exterior shifting. The relation 

(5.3) ~(K) c ~(d) 

is referred to as the shifting-theoretic upper bound relation since it imme
diately implies (although it is much stronger) the upper bound theorem 
for face numbers of simplicial spheres and related stronger combinatorial 
results. See [61], [63]. 

Problem 26. Understand the scope of the shifting-theoretic upper 
bound relation. 

A proof of the shifting-theoretic upper bound relation for simplicial 
spheres or for Gorenstein* complexes will lead to a complete description 
of their shifted complexes (and hence their /-vectors) because of the 
following simple combinatorial result. 

Proposition 5.3. The assertion of the shifting-theoretic upper 
bound theorem for a Gorenstein* complex K is equivalent to the as
sertion of Conjecture 23 for K. 

The next conjecture links the shifting-theoretic upper bound relation 
to embeddability. 
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Conjecture 27. Let K be a simplicial complex with n vertices such 
that IKI can be embedded in sd-1. Then D.(K) c D.(d). Equivalently, 
D.(K) does not contain any of the sets Td-1 ... T[d/2] where 

(5.4) Td-i = {k+2,k+3, ... ,d-k,d-k+2, ... ,d+2}. 

Equivalently, GIN ( K) does not contain any of the monomials 

(5.5) d-2i+1 i . 0 1 
Yd+1 Yd+2' z = , , · · · · 

Conjecture 27 was stated independently by Sarkaria and by me. 
Sarkaria proposed in order to prove it, to relate the Van-Kempen ob
structions to embeddability [79] for a complex to those for the shifted 
complex. 

Conjecture 28. Let X be a 2r-dimensional simplicial complex. If 
a;r+2 , the r-dimensional skeleton of a (2r + 2)-dimensional simplex, 
cannot be embedded in X then it cannot be embedded in D.(K) for 
every triangulation K of X. 

One difficulty that we face in trying to relate shifting with embed
dability is that there is a difference between the role of the graphs K 5 

and K 3 ,3 . For a graph G not to contain a topological K5 is preserved 
under shifting but this is not the case for K 3 ,3 . It appears that we need a 
coarser obstruction for embeddability (for graphs into JR.2 and generally 
for r-dimensional complexes into JR.2r) which will be non-trivial for K5 

and trivial for K3,3· 

Conjecture 29. Let K be a pure ( d-1 )-dimensional simplicial com
plex. Assume that for every faceS E K (including the empty face) with 
dimlk(S, K) = 2r, 

(5.6) a;r+2 cannot be embedded into lk(S, K). 

Then D.(K) C D.(d). 

We will come back to related problems in Section 5.6 below. Note 
that relation (5.6) for r = 0 asserts that every face of K of dimension 
d - 2 is included in at most two maximal faces. 

5.3. Can we trace intersection homology? 

Intersection homology [46], [47] is defined for stratified pseudoman
ifolds (we will only consider triangulated pseudomanifolds) based on 
numerical sequence (p2 ,p3 •.. ) called perversity. 
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Problem 30. Find an interpretation of intersection cohomology of 
a pseudomanifold K in terms of the face rings of K and in terms of 
algebraic shifting. 

There are several reasons to think that such a description is feasible: 
The behavior of intersection homology under forming of a cone and 
under suspension is simple (see [22]). The various intersection homology 
groups reduce to the usual homology for manifolds and, as we shall see, in 
this case the Betti numbers manifest themselves in many different ways 
in the shifted complex. Finally, there is a certain similarity between 
iterated homology groups of the type discussed above and intersection 
homology: If instead of restricting the cycles and boundaries according 
to the manner in which they intersect the low-dimensional strata, we 
consider similar algebraic-restrictions (namely, we replace the geometric 
strata by some generic subspaces of the exterior face algebra) then we 
obtain similar objects to the iterated homology groups. 

5.4. Buchsbaum's complexes and manifolds 
A simplicial complex K is Buchsbaum iffor every vertex v, link(v, K) 

is Cohen-Macaulay. (For the commutative algebra definition of Buchs
baum rings see [76], [24]. There are, in fact, several classeS of rings 
which for Stanley-Reisner rings coincide with Stanley-Reisner rings aris
ing from Buchsbaum complexes.) In particular, all triangulations of 
manifolds are Buchsbaum. 

Buchsbaum complexes form a natural extension of Cohen-Macaulay 
complexes and while the property of being Buchsbaum is not preserved 
under shifting much can be said about shifting of Buchsbaum complexes. 
These results are available currently for symmetric shifting only (and 
only for characteristic 0). 

The following important properties of GI N(K) for a Buchsbaum 
complex K were proved by Novik [69]. 

Theorem 5.4 (Novik). Let K be a Buchsbaum complex. 

• Fori ~ d , if m is a monomial in {Yi+l, ... , Yn} and myl fj. 
GIN(K) then also myi fj. GIN(K). Let Bi be the set of these 
monomials m. 

• if mE Bi then m is a monomial in {Yd+l, ... , Yn}· 
• The number of monomials in Bi of degree r, r < i is G=i)J3r-l(K). 

Remark. Unlike the case of Cohen-Macaulay complexes, Theorem 
5.4 does not characterize Buchsbaum complexes. It would be interest
ing to understand the ring theoretic properties which correspond to the 
properties of GIN(K) described in Theorem 5.4 and especially the fol
lowing: 
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Problem 31. 1. Consider face rings of (d- I)-dimensional simpli
cial complexes (or more general quotient rings of the ring of polynomials 
with n variables). In which cases do we have the property that for a 
monomial m which does not involve y1, ... Yi, my[ rl- GIN(K) implies 
myi rl- GIN(K)? 

2. What can be said about rings or complexes where, for every i :::; d 
and mas above, my;+l rl- GIN(K) implies myf rl- GIN(K)? (Note that 
for t = 0 this is equivalent to the Cohen-Macaulay property and for 
t = 1 this follows from the Buchsbaum property.) 

Problem 32 (Stated vaguely). Is there a way to identify every ap
pearance of f3i in Bi? 

Isabella Novik made some progress in this direction. 

Problem 33. 1. Prove the assertion derived from Theorem 5.4 for 
symmetric shifting of Buchsbaum complexes for exterior shifting. 

2. Is being a Buchsbaum complex can be described via the exterior 
face algebra? 

5.5. Conjectures concerning simplicial manifolds 
We start with the following problem: 

Problem 34. Given a triangulation K of a manifold with boundary 
what are the relations between ~(K) and ~(8K)? 

There are some far-reaching conjectures concerning the algebraic 
shifting of triangulations of manifolds with and without boundary. These 
can be found in [69], Conjectures 7.1 and 7.5(i). (The reader is referred 
to [69] for more details.) 

One of the motivating problem is the following: 

Problem 35. Understand Poincare duality for manifolds in terms 
of face-rings and algebraic shifting. 

In response, Conjecture 37 below, proposes a beautiful connection 
between Poincare duality and the Dehn-Somerville relations via a far
reaching extension of the toric hard-Lefschetz theorem. 

Let me now describe these conjectures in some details. The first 
conjecture sharpen Theorem 5.4. 

Conjecture 36. Let K be a (d -!)-dimensional triangulated man
ifold. Consider the set Ak of monomials m of degree k in GIN(K) in 
the variables Yd+2, Yd+3, ... Yn such that myd+l rl- GIN(K). Then 

(5.7) 
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Let Hr denote the monomials of degree r in GI N(K) in the variables 
Yd+l, Yd+2, ... , Yn which are not included in Ar. Now consider the case 
that K is a manifold without boundary. It follows from Theorem 5.4 
(which relies on the fact that K is Buchsbaum) combined with combina
torial relations on the Hilbert polynomial derived from the fact that K 
is a manifold (the Dehn-Sommerville relations) together with Poincare
duality that lHrl = lHd-rl· The following is a far reaching extension of 
Conjecture 23: 

Conjecture 37. 1. [Shifting-theoretic Poincare duality] Let K be a 
( d - 1 )-dimensional simplicial manifold without boundary. For k < d/2 
the map 

(5.8) 

is a bijection between Hk and Hd-k· 
2. For an arbitrary ( d - 1 )-dimensional simplicial manifold K the 

set of monomials m · y~+ik formE Hk contains Hd-k· 

In particular, when d - 1 = 2r, Conjectures 36, 37 imply that 
the number of monomials in GIN ( K) of degree r + 1 in the variables 
Yd+2, Yd+J, ... is precisely (2r:1) · f3r(K). 

It follows from Conjecture 37 that if K is a simplicial ( d - 1 )-
d . · l ·c ld th th · l d- 2i+1 i · 0 1 1menswna man11o en e monomm s yd+l Yd+ 2, ~ = , , ... 
do not belong to GIN(K) with one exception only: the monomial y~!~ 
when d- 1 = 2r. For an even-dimensional simplicial manifold K, if 
the middle Betti number of K vanishes then y~!~ '/- GIN(K) and K 
satisfies the shifting-theoretic upper bound relation. 

5.6. Pseudomanifolds 
We will now consider larger classes of pseudomanifolds. A Witt 

space is one in which for every link of a proper face, the middle perversity 
intersection homology vanishes. Towards the connection proposed in 
Section 5.3 we make.the following conjecture: 

Conjecture 38. Let K be a triangulation of a Witt space of dimen
sion 2r. 

1. Let Ar+ 1 be the set of monomials m in GIN ( K) of degree r + 1 
in the variables Yd+2, Yd+3, .... Then 

(5.9) ( 2r + 1) JAr+ll = r · dimiHr(K). 

2. K satisfies the shifting-theoretic Poincare duality. 
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3. If dimiHr(K) = 0 then K satisfies the shifting-theoretic upper 
bound relation. 

However, it appears that these relations go beyond Witt spaces. 

Problem 39. (1) Let K be a (d- I)-dimensional pseudomanifold 
with the property that for every proper 2r-dimensionallink K', 

(5.10) 

Then the shifting-theoretic Poincare duality is satisfied! 
(2) If, in addition, K is odd-dimensional or if condition (5.10) holds 

also for K itself then K satisfies the shifting-theoretic upper bound re
lation, namely, GIN(K) C GIN(d). 

The class of pseudomanifolds which satisfy condition (5.10) for all 
proper links appears to be an interesting extension of the class of man
ifolds. By our conjectures this class contains the class of triangulations 
of Witt spaces and the class of pseudomanifolds which satisfy relation 
(5.6) for all proper links of faces. 

§6. Applications and Connections with Combinatorics 

6.1. !-vectors 
The main application of algebraic shifting is in the study of !-vectors 

of classes of simplicial complexes. For a survey (from 1989) the reader 
is referred to [17]. For a more recent survey of the 'state of the art' 
concerning !-vectors see [14]. Most of the results described in this paper 
were accompanied by applications to !-vectors in the original papers. I 
will not discuss these applications in this paper. 

6.2. Combinatorial Shifting 
In their seminal paper [41] Erdos, Ko and Rado described an opera

tion on finite set systems which is now called shifting. (In this paper we 
will use the name "combinatorial shifting" (or: CS) to distinguish this 
operation from algebraic shifting.) The reader is referred to Frankl's 
survey article [44]. 

For a family A of k-subsets of [n] and two integers i,j, 1 ~ i < j ~ n 
define a family Cij(A) = {Cij(S) : S E A} as follows: Cij(S) = S if 
either i E S or j ¢. S. If i ¢. Sand j E S consider R = S U {i}\j. If 
REA then Cij(S) = S but if R ¢.A then Cij(S) = R. 

Every family A can be transformed into a shifted family ~c(A) by 
successive applications of the operations A-t Cij(A). ~c(A) depends, 
of course, not only on A but also on the order in which the operations 
Cij(A) were applied. 
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Problem 40. What are the relations between algebraic and combi
natorial shifting? 

Proposition 6.1. Let A be a family of r-subsets of [n]. Let B = 
Cii(A) then for a generic n by n matrix X, the set of columns in the 
matrix Mx(A) indexed by sets in B is linearly independent. 

However, it is not always possible to realize ~(A) by applying com
binatorial shifting. For example, starting with the 10 triangles of the 
triangulation of the projective space with 6 vertices, (mod 0) algebraic 
shifting yields ~(A)= {S E [6] :1 E S}. However, {2,3,4} E ~c(A) for 
every combinatorial shifting of A. 

6.3. Applicability of shifting 
There are (roughly) four types of behaviors in the application of 

shifting to the study of a combinatorial (or topological) property: 

• The property is preserved under shifting and the situation for 
shifted families (complexes) is simple. 

Examples are: 
1. What are the possible /-vectors of simplicial complexes? 
2. What is the maximal size of an intersecting family of subsets in 

([~l)? 
3. What are the possible /-vectors of simplicial complexes with 

prescribed Betti numbers? 
For the first two examples combinatorial as well as algebraic shift

ing can be used (at present only exterior shifting works for the second 
example). The third example requires algebraic shifting. 

• The property is preserved under shifting but the situation for 
shifted families (complexes) is complicated. 

For example: What is the maximum size of a family of k-subsets of 
[n] such that there are not sets in the family which are pairwise disjoint? 
It is not difficult to show that this property is preserved under shifting 
(either algebraic or combinatorial). The situation for shifted families is 
still an open question. 

• Showing that the property is preserved under shifting is hard but 
the situation for shifted families (complexes) is simple. 

Following is an example of such a property: Chvatal conjectured 
that when kr ;:::: (k- 1)n every family A C ([~l) with more than (~::::D 
must contain r sets whose intersection is empty while the intersection of 
each r -1 of the sets is not empty. (For r = 2 this is the theorem of Erdos, 
Ko and Rado.) The hard part seems to show that shifting preserves the 
property. (For r = 2 this was the motivation for combinatorial shifting.) 
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(Embeddability questions that were considered above also fall into 
this category.) 

• The property is not preserved under shifting although shifting 
may still be useful. 

Two such examples from combinatorics, the Turitn problem and the 
Erdos-Rado sunflower conjecture will be discussed below. (We consid
ered several examples earlier, such as Buchsbaum and Gorenstein com
plexes.) 

6.4. Intersecting families 

Intersecting families are of great interest in extremal combinatorics. 
In this section we will show that if K is an intersecting uniform set 
system then ~(K) is as well. 

Let K c ([~l) and L c ([7l). Define K 1\L = {SUT: S E K,T E 

L,SnT=0}. 

Theorem 6.2. ~(K) 1\ ~(L) C ~(K 1\ L). 

Proof. Let m1 E M(K), m2 E M(L) with i(ml) = S, i(m2) = T 
and S n T = 0. Note that M(K 1\ L) = M(K) 1\ M(L). Now, m 1 = 
fs + l:{aRfR: R <L S}, mz = fr + 2:{f3R!R: R <L T} and therefore 
m1 1\ mz = !sur + 2:::: { aRf3R' !RuR' : R <L S, R' <L T, R n R' = 0}. 
Thus, i(m1 /\ m2) = S U T. 

Corollary 6.3. If K is intersecting then ~(K) is as well. 

Remarks. 1. If K has the property that among every t members 
of K there are two with intersection of cardinality of at least m, then 
the same property holds for ~(K). A similar proof applies. 

2. Note that the proof did not rely on the term order being used. 
In this respect shifting preserves intersecting families in a very strong 
sense. 

3. The maximal number of sets in an intersecting family of subsets 
of size k from [n] is (~.:::i) when n 2 2k. This is also the maximal number 
of k-sets which do not support a (k- I)-dimensional cycle. Is there any 
connection? We do not know of any for general hypergraphs. For H 
not to support a (k- I)-dimensional cycle is equivalent to the property 
that all sets in ~(H) contains 'I'. This is false in general for intersecting 
families. 

It appears, however, that completely balanced (that is k-colorable) 
intersecting k-uniform hypergraphs indeed do not support k-dimensional 
homology and that this follows from an extension of algebraic shifting 
to the completely balanced case. 
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6.5. Extremal combinatorics: the sunflower conjecture 

I had high hopes for applications of algebraic shifting in extremal 
combinatorics. So far, there is no real evidence to justify them. 

A collection of sets is called a Delta System or a sunflower if every 
element that is contained in at leasy two of them is contained in all of 
them. 

Problem 41 (Erdos and Rado Delta System Conjecture). There 
exists a constant C,. depending on r such that every collection F of 
k-sets without a Delta System of size r has at most C~ members. 

We will only consider the important case r = 3. Consider the simpli
cial complex K spanned by family F of k-sets without a Delta System of 
size three. Recall that K is completely balanced if we can color its ver
tices with k colors such that the vertices of every maximal face represent 
all the colors. It is easy to see that K contains a completely balanced 
subcomplex which contains at least (1/e)k k-sets from F. Therefore, 
there is no loss of generality for the Delta System conjecture to assume 
that K is completely balanced. (This fact was pointed out to me by Jeff 
Kahn.) 

We would have liked to be able to prove the following chain of im
plications: 

1 For every face S E K, lk(S, K) does not contain three disjoint 
sets. 

2 For every face S E K, !lext(lk(S, K)) does not contain three 
disjoint sets. 

3 For every faceS E K, all maximal sets in !lext(lk(S,K)) contain 
either '1' or '2'. 

4 The monomials Js, where S ranges over all k-subsets of [2k], is 
a spanning set for 1\ d(K). 

The first property is a reformulation of the fact that the family con
tains no Delta System of size three. The implication of 2 from 1 follows 
from the results of the previous section. While 2 does not imply 3 in 
general, we expect this implication to hold if the complex K is com
pletely balanced. To prove it algebraic shifting for completely balanced 
complexes should be developed. 

The move from 3 to 4 has a similar flavor to that of the general 
theorems of Aramova and Herzog. Their methods may apply. However, 
3 should still be enforced by additional homological properties implied 
by the Delta System condition. Property 4 would imply that C3 _:::; 4e 
( < 12). 
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6.6. The Turan problem 
The Turan problem can be formulated as follows: What is the small

est number of square free monomials of degree r which span (i.e. the 
ideal generated by them contains) all square free monomials of degree t? 
Or in the ususal formulation: what is the minimum size of an r-uniform 
hypergraph without an independent set of t vertices? 

The situation for r = 2 is completely explained by a theorem of 
Tudtn and the situation. for r > 2 is almost entirely not understood. We 
will mainly be interested in the case r = 3, t = 4. 

A shifting theoretic approach to the (4, 3) case of Turitn's problem 
was proposed in [57]. Since then, refinements of the conjectures have 
been formulated. A computer was used to test the conjectures for hy
pergraphs with a few vertices and for some examples of Kostochka and 
no counter examples were found. But overall, there has been no real 
progress in this direction. 

6. 7. The clique complex of a graph 
There is a very interesting "shifting" -type question related to Turan's 

theorem for graphs. Consider a graph G with n vertices and the complex 
of its complete subgraphs K (G). (In this case, the ideals used in the 
definition of the various face rings for K(G) are quadratic, i.e., they are 
generated by degree two polynomials.) Let c be the size of the maximal 
complete subgraph of G. 

Consider n generic degree-one elements h, h, ... , f n and divide 
them into c parts A1 , A2 , ... , Ac whose sizes are as equal as possible. 
Consider the set U of all monomials Js in 1\(K(G)) such that ISnAjl :::;; 1 
for every j. 

Conjecture 42. U span 1\(K(G)). 

This conjecture is a shifting-theoretic extension of Turan's theorem 
which asserts that the number of edges in a graph with no clique of size 
c+l is attained by a complete c-partite graph where the sizes of the parts 
are as equal as possible. This conjecture implies a far-reaching conjecture 
by Eckhoff [36] and myself on face numbers of clique complexes and has 
applications in the study of !-vectors of nerves of boxes [36], [37]. It 
also seems related to a conjecture by Charney and Davis [25] on clique 
complexes that are spheres. See also [76], p.103. 

6.8. Are there more drastic forms of algebraic shifting? 
A drastic shifting operation is one which maps every simplicial com

plex to an even more restricted class of complexes than the shifted 
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complexes while still preserving some useful combinatorial properties. 
Exterior shifting is never drastic as it fixes all shifted complexes. As 
already mentioned it is not known whether symmetric shifting, with 
respect to the reverse lexicographic order, fixes all shifted complexes. In 
combinatorial applications, shifting is often not the end of the road and 
some drastic algebraic shifting operations may be helpful. 

The Kruskal-Katona theorem asserts that every simplicial complex 
has the same !-vector as a compressed simplicial complex, namely a 
simplicial complex whose r faces are initial with respect to the reverse 
lexicographic order. 

Problem 43. Find a drastic form of algebraic shifting which proves 
the Kruskal-Katona theorem. 

There are many simple proofs of the Kruskal-Katona theorem but 
an algebraic proof may have further applications. The same problem 
may be asked in the symmetric case for Macaulay's theorem. 

The recent remarkable proofs by Alswede and Khchaterian [2], [3] 
of Frankl's conjecture regarding the Erdos-Ko-Rado problem can be re
garded as the application of a drastic form of combinatorial shifting. I 
feel that the combinatorial content of these proofs can be useful in fur
ther understanding the structure of shifted complexes (or equivalently of 
generic initial ideals). It would be of interest to find an algebraic proof 
which might be relevant to the following related, and yet unsolved, prob
lem. 

Problem 44 (Erdos). What is the maximal size of a family of k
subsets of [n] which do not contain a matching of size r? 

(A matching is a family of pairwise disjoint sets.) 

6.9. Eigenvalues oflaplacians, expansion of the dual graphs 
and shifting 

The basic idea behind my paper [61] was the following: Use algebraic 
shifting to deduce expansion properties of the dual graph of simplicial 
polytopes and spheres and deduce upper bounds on the diameters of 
such graphs. At present, this idea only works for neighborly polytopes. 
It is possible that expansion properties on the dual graph of !l(K) imply 
expansion properties on the dual graph of K (this is related to shifting 
Meyer-Vietoris). 

In a recent paper, Duval and Reiner [33] studied the eigenvalues of 
Laplacians of shifted complexes. The class of shifted simplicial com
plexes is one of only a handful of classes of complexes with integral 
Laplacian spectra. 
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Let s be the Laplacian eigenvalues of a shifted family of k-sets. 
Consider also d, the generalized degree sequence (number of k-sets each 
vertex is a member of), and let T means to take the partition conju
gate (transpose the Ferrers diagram of the partition). Duval and Reiner 
showed that s = dT. (For graphs this result was proved in the sixties by 
Kelmans and by others.) 

Duval and Reiner further conjecture that for an arbitrary k-family, 
s is majorized by dT. A natural question that arises is the following: 

Problem 45 (Duval and Reiner). Find the effect of shifting on 
eigenvalues of laplacians. 

In a different direction note that if G is a tree with n vertices then 
~(G) is always the same: star whose edges contain the vertex '1'. La
belled trees can, of course, be enumerated and some weighted extensions 
to d-dimensional complexes K on n vertices (so that ~(K) is the pure 
simplicial complex whose d-faces are all sets containing '1 ') are also 
known [54]. Is it possible to find an appropriate weighted enumeration 
for the class of simplicial complexes K with a prescribed ~(K)? 

§ 7. Extensions 

In this section we will consider several extensions of algebraic shift
ing. The first three subsections deal with areas in which algebraic shift
ing has not kept up with advances concerning !-vectors of simplicial 
complexes. 

7.1. Symmetry 
Problem 46. Find an appropriate notion of shifting for simplicial 

complexes with a group action. 

The study of face rings has significant consequences for face numbers 
of Cohen-Macaulay complexes with symmetry (see [1] and [76]. p.l19). 
However, we are not aware of any useful notion of algebraic shifting in 
this context. 

Problem 47. Characterize !-vectors of simplicial complexes with a 
free Zp action. More generally characterize f vectors of such complexes 
with prescribed Betti numbers. Alternatively, consider general Zp ac
tions and characterize the pair of £-vectors obtained by the complex and 
by the faces fixed by the action. 

In this context it is worth mentioning an old-standing problem in 
algebraic topology which asserts that if we have a free action of z; on 
a manifold M then the sum of Betti numbers for that manifold must be 
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at least 2n (the sum of Betti numbers of an n-dimensional torus). Some 
related results were proven using commutative algebra considerations. 

7.2. Balanced and completely balanced complexes 

An additional area in which algebraic shifting has not kept with !
vector theory is balanced and completely balanced complexes [72]. It 
may be feasible to close the gap. 

Problem 48. Extend algebraic shifting to balanced and completely 
balanced families. Characterize pairs of face numbers and Betti numbers 
for such complexes. 

7 .3. Shifting more general complexes 

In several cases the combinatorial consequences of algebraic shifting 
have much greater generality than for simplicial complexes. Bjorner and 
Kalai [18] have shown that the characterization of face numbers of sim
plicial complexes with prescribed Betti numbers applies to polyhedral 
complexes and in fact even in much greater generality. Much of the pic
ture concerning the upper and lower bound theorems and the g-theorem 
also extends to large classes of complexes. The case of cubical complexes 
is of particular interest. 

Problem 49. 1. Extend the definitions of face algebras and alge
braic shifting to polyhedral (and more general) complexes. 

2. Find analogs to the definitions of face algebras and algebraic 
shifting for cubical complexes. 

7.4. Other combinatorial objects 
Together with Helene Barcelo we considered the possibility of ap

plying something similar to algebraic shifting to other combinatorial 
objects. The general framework is as follows: We have a class P of com
binatorial objects defined on an underlying set (which is usually taken to 
be the set [n] = {1, 2, ... , n} ). Thus, P can be the set of subsets of [n], 
or the set of permutations on [n], or the set of labelled trees with vertex 
set [n], etc. We need an algebra which is generated as an algebra by 
n ·variables x 1 , x2 •.• , Xn and as a vector space has a basis (depending 
on the variables X1, xz, ... , Xn) in one-to-one correspondence with the 
elements of P. Algebraic shifting is based on studying Grobner basis 
w.r.t. a new set of variables Yl, yz,, .. , Yn obtained from the xi's by a 
generic linear transformation. 

Thus we can use free Lie algebras (or rather their "square-free" 
part), or alternatively the Orlik-Solomon algebra, to "shift" families of 
permutations. And we can try to use the cohomology ring of the variety 
of flags fixed by a unipotent matrix of Jordan decomposition given by 
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P f--- n (see Barcelo [10]) to try to shift families of standard tableaux of 
a given shape. 

It turned out that extending even the simplest properties of shifting 
can be quite difficult. 

Problem 50. Algebraically shift families of permutations, tableaux, 
trees and partitions and find combinatorial applications. 

§8. Concluding Remarks 

The relations between commutative algebra, algebraic topology and 
. combinatorics have been at the heart of combinatorial commutative alge

bra since the first works by Richard Stanley which established this field 
of research. Algebraic shifting appears to be a useful tool for relating 
topological properties of simplicial complexes to commutative algebraic 
properties of their (various) face algebras and for extracting combinato
rial consequences. 

Since the basic connection with simplicial homology was first ob
served and applied [16], Art Duval has found further connections with 
algebraic topology [31], [32] and further combinatorial applications [28], 
[34]. Relating algebraic shifting and, more generally, the face algebras 
of simplicial complexes with advanced topics from algebraic topology is 
one of the main challenges. 

The recent results by Dave Bayer, Hara Charalambous & Sorin 
Popescu and by Annette Aramova & Jiirgen Herzog appears to give 
the ultimate extension of the fact that Cohen-Macaulayness is preserved 
under shifting (which is equivalent to Reisner's theorem in the symmet
ric case). These results have reached the limit of what was anticipated in 
my survey with Anders Bjorner concerning !-vectors and homology [17]. 
There are further significant developments concerning shifting (generic 
initial ideals) and commutative algebra mainly due to Aramova, Her
zog, Takayuki Hibi and others [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [51] which have 
not been properly presented here. 

In another direction, the work by Peter Schenzel, followed by the 
results of Isabella Novik [69] yielded substantial knowledge on shifting 
(in the symmetric case) for Buchsbaum's complexes including simpli
cial manifolds. There is a very beautiful emerging picture of algebraic 
shifting (and face algebras) of simplicial manifolds without boundary. 
For simplicial spheres and Gorenstein* complexes this picture already 
includes a far-reaching extension of (a generic version of) the Hard Lef
schetz Theorem for toric varieties associated with simplicial polytopes. 
And further, it appears to extend to simplicial manifolds without bound
ary giving a deep shifting-theoretic interpretation of Poincare duality 
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and beyond i.e., to spaces in which certain obstructions for embeddabil
ity vanish locally and globally and to Witt spaces. Proving that this 
picture is the correct one is the most important open problem in this 
area and perhaps can be considered to be one of the main open prob
lems in algebraic combinatorics. Progress in this direction will reveal 
profound connections between commutative algebra and topology. 

Face algebras and algebraic shifting appears to be also tailor-made 
for certain problems in extremal combinatorics. 
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